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PT. Panca Mitra Packindo is a paper manufacturer
and supplier of a wide range of prime grade and

 About CPS Enterprise

stocklot paper products. A company that aspires to
be “a great leader in domestic market paper and
international market” their mission is to “improve our
product quality to reach customer satisfaction”.

For a company obsessed with quality, CPS/ Enterprise helps to ensure its sales, cost, warehouse etc
runs at maximum capacity with minimal errors.
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CPS GIRO
Seamless. Simple
CPS GIRO has helped many companies adhers to governmental ruling regarding cheque
issuance and to move its payment facilities with CPS GIRO. Result is a more seamless and
integrated payment experience. We are proud that a few companies below have
implemented the CPS GIRO.
MC Pack (M) Sdn. Bhd, an established paper packaging materials manufacturer and trader
located at Senai, Johor Bahru, with a sales branch located at Kajang, Selangor. They
manufacturer carton boxes and count Panasonic & Brothers as customers. A company of 90
employees working together towards a common goal of achieving excellence results, MC
Pack prides itself in career development and company business expansion.
Kotak Malaysia (KOM) Sdn. Bhd is a wholly owned subsidiary of MUDA Holdings Berhad, a
public listed company in the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange. Kotak Malaysia produces paper
carton related packaging products, meeting both local and international markets.
UPP Holdings Limited, formerly known as United Pulp & Paper Company Limited (the
"Company") was established in 1967. The Company was listed on the main board of Singapore
Exchange Limited on 15 October 1980.
Muda Pasifik, a subsidiary of MUDA, a long time user of Prestige Atlantic’s CPS/Enterprise for
over 10 years has also adopted the CPS GIRO.
Lastly, Rengo Packaging Malaysia, a subsidiary of Rengo Co. Ltd (Japan), a manufacturer of
corrugated carton boxes too has adopted the CPS GIRO.
With a recent government ruling discouraging cheques, these companies can now issue their
payments via online to banks. By integrating CPS Giro and a Cheque Writer, payment is
seamless, accurate and easy. Linking CPS Giro with cheque issuing makes payments to
multiple easy and safe. With much value-added service such as issuing cheque without timebased month-end closing, the system allows our clients to make payments promptly and
easily.

PT. Satyamitra Kemas Lestari
Setting New Benchmarks
PT. Satyamitra Kemas Lestari is a packaging manufacturer located in Tangerang. With
years of experiences in corrugating industry, the company is committed to set new
benchmark in packaging industry by constantly strive to seek innovative, sustainable
ways to better accommodate their customers. Since its founding in 2005, the company
has always been working closely with all of their customers to achieve better mutual
.

understanding. They currently serve customers who are market leaders in various
industries such as food and beverages, electronics, furniture, apparels, automotive and
households appliances.
An existing user of CPS/ Enterprise, the company recently linked its system to a DECC
controlling software called the Challenger System. It is able to reap the benefits of a
specialized corrugator scheduling and integrations system with real time results. By
integrating its systems into one single engine, the company cuts out many time-consuming
and ineffective overlaps. With a complicated system made simple, the front users are able
to immediately start using the system.

Keris Award
Trust Our Cornerstone

In this commercialized society where deceits and frauds
have

tremendously

impeded

the

comprehensive

development of the entire industry, honesty of an
enterprise has become increasingly important. Honesty
represents the operating and managing style of an
enterprise, its reputation as well as public image in the
market. It is also a vital indicator when entrepreneurs
choose their strategic partners or when consumers make
their purchasing decisions. We look forward to building up
an "Asia Pacific Honesty Enterprise Community", which will
definitely benefit honest entrepreneurs.
Open to all public listed companies, multinational companies, government-linked
companies and large Corporations and enterprises of the Asia Pacific region, the Award is
given to companies with outstanding performance on individual and multiple aspects such
as marketing strategies, prestigious products/ services, R&D capabilities and sales results.

Prestige Atlantic is honored to be awarded the prestigious Keris Award. With integrity and
reliability as the cornerstone of our business, we are proud we are recognized by the
industry with such an honor.

About
CPS Enterprise
As you can see, CPS/ Enterprise
has helped many companies like yours get
on track to be global players. Call us to
find out how you too can benefit from
CPS/ Enterprise.

